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Bending water Water on a Penny Hydrophobic Sand Walk on Water Microwaveable solvents Chemical Bond Song



DID YOU EVER WONDER? 











Why oil is more viscous (thicker) than water?







Why metals are solids?







Why some elements conduct electricity?







Why water expands when it freezes? Why oil does not dissolve in water? Why chalk is brittle?



Why is propane (C3H8) a gas at STP while kerosene (C10H22) a liquid?



Why is graphite soft enough to write with while diamond is the hardest substance known even though both substances are made of pure carbon?



Why can you tell if it is ‘real gold’ or just ‘fool’s gold’ (pyrite) by hitting it with a rock?



all because of bonding



INTRAMOLECULAR FORCES  COVALENT BONDS/MOLECULAR COMPOUNDS ◦ Properties ◦ Bohr Diagram, Lewis Diagrams Structural Formula , VSEPR Shape diagram ◦ CORE LAB 1 ◦ QUIZ 1  IONIC BONDS  METALLIC BONDS  NETWORK COVALENT BONDS  QUIZ 2 INTERMOLECULAR FORCES ◦ Electronegativity, Bond Dipoles ◦ London Dispersion, Dipole-Dipole, Hydrogen Bonds ◦ Properties: Boiling Points and Melting Points ◦ CORE LAB 2 ◦ QUIZ 3 ◦ MELTING POINTS AND BOILING POINTS SUMMARY ◦ In-class Assignment & Test



CHEMICAL BONDING INTRAMOLECULAR FORCES



INTERMOLECULAR FORCES



NETWORK COVALENT BONDS



HYDROGEN BONDS



COVALENT BONDS



DIPOLE-DIPOLE FORCES



IONIC BONDS



LONDON DISPERSION FORCES



METALLIC BONDS







INTRAMOLECULAR FORCES ◦ Chemical bonding occurring between individual atoms or ions within a compound. 4 types: Covalent/Molecular Ionic Network Covalent Metallic







INTERMOLECULAR FORCES ◦ Attractions between molecules in a compound. 3 types: London Dispersion (Van der Waals) Dipole-Dipole (Van der Waals) Hydrogen Bonds







AKA: Covalent Compounds







composed of two or more nonmetals.







bonds occur when atoms share one or more valence electrons.



eg. CH3OH



H 2O



N 2O



SO3



Properties: (1206 Lab??) ◦ Non-electrolytes ◦ Dull ◦ Brittle ◦ May be solid, liquid, or gas ◦ Low Melting Points and Boiling Points



Bohr Diagrams



Structural Formulas



Lewis diagrams or Electron Dot diagrams



VSEPR Shape Diagrams











Bohr Diagrams show the location of protons, neutrons and electrons in an atom. Two parts: ◦ Nucleus (contain protons and neutrons) # p+ = atomic number # no = atomic mass – atomic number



◦ Electron Energy Levels (outside the nucleus)



# e- = atomic number



Niels Bohr 1885-1962



 max. of 2 e2nd energy level  max. of 8 e3rd energy level  max. of 8 e-



1st energy level



eg. fluorine atom



fluoride ion



eg. sodium atom



sodium ion



fluorine – a diatomic molecule



9 p+ 10 n0



9 p+ 10 n0



F2 17



a water molecule



H2O 8p+ 8 n0



1 p+ 0 n0



1 p+ 0 n0



18



NH3



1 p+ 0 n0 7 p+ 7 n0



1 p+ 0 n0 1 p+ 0 n0







 



The valence level or valence shell is the outermost energy level. Only noble gases have full valence shells. Because noble gases have a full valence level they are extremely stable and inert ie. do not react







OCTET RULE ◦ Based on the idea that a “filled valence level is stable” ◦ when atoms form bonds they will gain, lose, or share electrons to obtain a full valence shell. ◦ Most atoms are stable when their valence shell has 8 e-, known as the octet rule. ◦ Exception: hydrogen can gain, lose, or share 1 e-



How many valence electrons in these elements? Ca



______



F



______



Ar



______



Se



______



Al



______



Cs



______



The number of valence electrons is the same a the group #



When atoms become excited by absorbing light energy, electrons jump from a lower to a higher orbit. When they fall back to the ‘ground state’ they release the same amount of energy and we can observe light. The emission spectrum is the light given off when an electron drops from a higher ‘orbit’ to a lower ‘orbit’. The principle of the atomic emission spectrum explains the varied colors in neon signs, as well as chemical flame test results



Fe emission spectrum In the visible region



The Bohr model cannot account for the many different energy levels observed in the spectra of other atoms. There seems to be sub-levels at each of Bohr’s ‘energy levels.



NEW THEORY



-



electrons exist in spaces called orbitals an orbital is a space in which there is a high probability of finding an electron orbitals have different shapes



-



an orbital may contain a maximum of 2 e-



-



-



-



Bohr’s ‘orbits’ now have sub-levels or there are energy levels within energy levels



p orbitals



Filling orbitals



MAIN POINTS: Bohr’s model could only explain the atomic spectra for the hydrogen atom. The spectrum for other atoms seemed to suggest there were sublevels at each ‘orbit’ or energy level.



This is not on your test. Sit back and enjoy the presentation







How are these electrons arranged in the valence shells of atoms?







ORBITAL ◦ A region of space around the nucleus in which electrons are likely to be found. ◦ There are 4 valence orbitals and an orbital may contain 0, 1, or 2 electrons. Nitrogen has 5 valence electrons. In this picture, you can see the 4 orbitals they occupy.



LD provide a method for keeping track of electrons in atoms, ions, or molecules  Created by American Chemist G. N. Lewis in 1916.  Also called Electron Dot diagrams 



 the



nucleus (p+& n0) and filled energy levels are represented by the element symbol  Dots are placed around the element symbol to represent valence electrons



eg. Lewis Diagram for F



lone pair



bonding electron



•• • •F • ••



lone pair



lone pair















BONDING ELECTRON ◦ A single electron in an orbital. ◦ This single bonding electron will be shared with other atoms to form a covalent bond. LONE PAIR ◦ A pair of electrons in an orbital is called a LONE PAIR. ◦ These are nonbonding electrons, and they WILL NOT bond with electrons from other atoms.



Example: nitrogen



Example: nitrogen



◦ How many lone pairs? ______ ◦ How many bonding electrons? ______







BONDING CAPACITY ◦ Bonding capacity is equal to the number of bonding electrons. ◦ Example:  What is the bonding capacity of carbon?



 What is the bonding capacity of oxygen?







Examples:



ELEMENT GROUP #



C



O



P



H



# VALENCE e-



LEWIS DIAGRAM



# BONDING e-



# LONE PAIRS



Bonding Capacity



 draw



the LD for each atom in the compound  the atom with the most bonding electrons is the central atom  connect the other atoms using single bonds (1 pair of shared electrons)  in some cases there may be double bonds or triple bonds



Single Bond - 1 pair of shared electrons eg. F2



Double Bond - 2 pairs of shared electrons eg. O2 Triple Bond - 3 pairs of shared electrons eg. N2



eg. Draw the LD for:



PH3 CF4 Cl2O C2H6 C2H4



C2H2



eg. Draw the LD for:



NH3, SiCl4, N2H4, HCN, SI2, CO2, N2H2, CH2O, POI, CH3OH, ` N2, H2, O2



A structural formula shows how the atoms are connected in a molecule.



To draw a structural formula:  replace the bonded pairs of electrons with short lines  omit the lone pairs of electrons Note: Go back and draw structural formula’s for all the Lewis diagrams.



Stereochemistry is the study of the 3-D shape of molecules  Requires knowledge of VSEPR Theory  The shape of molecules is determined by the arrangement of valence electron pairs around the atoms in a compound. 















Valence shell electrons repel each other and move as far away from each other as possible. This repulsion allows us to predict molecular shape. There are 5 shapes that can be determined by the # of bonds and # of lone pairs on the central atom.



1. 2. 3.



4. 5.



TETRAHEDRAL PYRAMIDAL V-SHAPED/BENT TRIGONAL PLANAR LINEAR



 



 



4 bonds, 0 lone pairs around central atom Shape of a tetrahedron



Bond angle of 109.5o Example: CCl4



 



 



3 bonds, 1 lone pairs around central atom Shape of a pyramid



Bond angle of 107o Example: NH3



 



 



2 bonds, 2 lone pairs around central atom Shape of a boomerang



Bond angle of 105o Example: H2 O



 



 



3 bonds, 0 lone pairs around central atom Count multiple bonds as one bond



Bond angle of 120o Example: CH2O



 



 



2 bonds, 0 lone pairs around central atom 2-D shape



Bond angle of 180o Example: CO2



Number of Bonding Groups



Number of Lone Pairs



Shape Around Central Atom



Bond Angle



Example



4



0



tetrahedral



109.5°



CH4



3



1



pyramidal



107°



NH3



2



2



bent



105°



H2O



3



0



trigonal planar



120°



H2CO



2



0



linear



180°



CO2



Bonding between atoms, ions and molecules determines the physical and chemical properties of substances. Bonding can be divided into two categories:



- Intramolecular forces - Intermolecular forces



Intramolecular forces are forces of



attraction between atoms or ions. Intramolecular forces include: 1.ionic bonding 2.covalent bonding 3.metallic bonding 4.network covalent bonding



Intermolecular forces are forces of



attraction between molecules. Intermolecular forces include: 1.London Dispersion Forces 2.Dipole-Dipole forces 3.Hydrogen Bonding



ThoughtLab p. 161 Identify #’s 1 - 6



Ionic bonds occur between cations and anions  Usually metals and non-metals.  An ionic bond is the force of attraction between positive and negative ions. Properties: 



◦ conduct electricity as liquids and in solution ◦ hard crystalline solids ◦ HIGH melting points and boiling points ◦ brittle



Ionic Bonding  In



an ionic crystal the ions pack tightly together.  The repeating 3-D distribution of cations and anions is called an ionic crystal lattice.



 











Ionic compounds do not exist as molecules Due to their opposite charges every anion experiences an attractive force with every cation that surrounds it. The ions pack together such that all the positive and negative charges are as close together as possible. This is why ionic compounds pack together in a crystal lattice.



 Each



anion can be attracted to six or more cations at once.  The same is true for the individual cations.



between non-metals in molecular compounds.  Atoms share bonding electrons to become more stable (noble gas structure).  A covalent bond is the simultaneous attraction by two atoms for the same pair(s) of valence electrons.  Occurs



 Molecular



compounds have



low melting and boiling points.  They exist as distinct molecules.



Molecular compounds do not conduct electric current in any form



Property Type of elements Force of Attraction



Ionic



Molecular



Metals and nonmetals



Non-Metals



Positive ions attract Atoms attract a negative ions shared electron pair Electron Electrons move Electrons are movement from the metal to shared the nonmetal between atoms State at room Always solids Solids, liquids, temperature or gas



Property Solubility



Ionic



Molecular



Soluble or low Soluble or solubility insoluble



Conductivity in None solid state



None



Conductivity in Conducts liquid state



None



Conductivity in Conducts solution



None



Occurs in substances that contain only metal atoms. eg. Au, Ag, Hg, & Pt  These substances have properties that are different than both ionic and molecular compounds.  The bonding in metals can be used to explain the properties of metals. 



metals tend to lose valence electrons.  valence electrons are loosely held and frequently lost from metal atoms.  This results in positive metal ions surrounded by freely moving valence electrons.  metallic bonding is the force of attraction between the positive metal ions and the mobile or delocalised valence electrons 



 This



theory of metallic bonding is called the ‘Sea of Electrons’ Model or ‘Free Electron’ Model



This theory accounts for properties of metals: 1. Electrical conductivity - electric current is the flow of electrons. - metals are the only solids in which electrons are able to flow because they are mobile or delocalised. 2. Metals are solids - Because attractive forces between positive cations and negative electrons are very strong, metals are usually solids.



3. malleability and ductility - metals are malleable (can be hammered into thin sheets) or ductile (can be stretched into thin wires). - metallic bonding is non-directional such that layers of metal atoms slide past each other under pressure.



occurs in 3 compounds (MEMORIZE THESE) ◦ diamond – Cn ◦ carborundum – SiC ◦ quartz – SiO2  these are large molecules with covalent bonding in 3-d  often referred to as macromolecules  each atom is held in place in 3-d by a network of other atoms 







Properties: ◦ the highest melting and boiling points ◦ the hardest substances ◦ brittle ◦ do not conduct electric current in any form



p.199



  



Diamond is the hardest substance on earth. It does not melt, it vaporizes to a gas at 35000C. C atom covalently bonded to 4 other C atoms in a 3-D structure.







INTERESTING FACT: ◦ Its structure is so dense and rigid, that it slows down the speed of light to half its normal speed.







USES:



◦ Jewellry, Drill Bit Tips for Mining and Glass Cutting, Non-scratch surfaces World’s Largest Diamond (Golden Jubillee), 545.67 carats, found in South Africa in 1985



 







Soft, slippery substance C atoms covalently bonded to 3 other C atoms, and weakly attracted (intermolecular force) to a 4th C atom in another layer. Result is a 2D hexagonal sheet structure.







USES



◦ Pencil Leads, Batteries, Lubricant, Steel Industry, Fire Retardants, Automotive Parts



LINK



  



AKA “quartz” or “silica” Found in nature in the form of quartz rock or sand. Si atom covalently bonded to 4 oxygen atoms







USES: ◦ Jewelry, Electronics



  



AKA “carborundum” Melting point is 2700oC Like diamond, but every other C is replaced with a Si atom







USES: ◦ Abrasive, Grinding Stone, Machinery, Electronics, Filters







FULLERINES ◦ Example: C70, C74, C82, C60







BUCKY BALL CARBON ◦ AKA “buckminsterfullerines” ◦ Discovered in 1980s ◦ Likely from asteroid collisions on Earth ◦ Made up of C atoms in the shape of 20 hexagons and 12 pentagons ◦ Looks exactly like a ????







LOOK LIKE A SOCCER BALL! ◦ Same structure used for building the geodesic dome structure (think Epcot Center in Disney, or Montreal Expo), designed by an architect with a catchy name – R. Buckminster Fuller!



NANOTUBES  Very small networks  Made in a lab!  Like a fullerine network stretched into a cylinder.  High Strength fibres



2. Ionic bonding(metal & nonmetal) 3. Metallic bonding (metals)



4. Molecular (nonmetals) Weakest



MP & BP decreases



Strongest 1. Network Covalent (Cn ,SiO2 , SiC)



 Electronegativity



(EN) is a measure of the attraction that an atom has for shared electrons.  A higher EN means a stronger attraction or electrostatic pull on valence electrons  EN values increase as you move: - from left to right in a period - up in a group or family



Increases







Differences in EN will determine if a covalent bond is POLAR or NON POLAR.



1. polar covalent bond - a bond between atoms with different EN - the shared electron pair is attracted more strongly to the atom with the higher EN - because the chlorine atom δ+ δ− has a higher EN, the bonding electrons will be pulled closer to the chlorine atom



H Cl



this results in slight positive and negative charges within the bond.  these charges are referred to as “partial charges” and are denoted with the Greek letter delta (δ). 



The region around the chlorine atom will be slightly negative, and around the hydrogen will be slightly positive.  The symbol, δ+ represents a partial positive charge and δ− represents a partial negative charge .  Since the bond is polarized into a positive area and a negative area the bond has a “bond dipole”. 







Covalent bonds resulting from unequal sharing of bonding electron pairs are called polar covalent bonds.



2. Non-polar covalent bond  A bond between atoms with the same EN.  The shared electron pair is shared equally between the atoms. ie. NO BOND DIPOLE! (NO ARROW) eg. O2 or H2















to determine whether a molecule is polar or nonpolar you need to look at the bond dipoles. a bond dipole is represented by an arrow pointing toward the more electronegative atom. draw the Lewis diagram, shape diagram, and draw the bond dipoles toward the atoms with higher EN.



Nonpolar molecules DO NOT have molecular dipoles. This occurs when: - the bond dipoles cancel - there are no bond dipoles Polar molecules HAVE molecular dipoles. This occurs when the bond dipoles do not cancel



Draw LD, shape diagrams and bond dipoles to determine whether these are polar or nonpolar? CCl4



NH3



CH3OH



CO2



p. 178 #’s 7, 8, & 9



p. 180 #’s 1, 2, & 3



metals lose electrons to form cations so the EN of metals is low.  nonmetals gain electrons to form anions resulting in a high EN for nonmetals.  when ions form, the resulting electrostatic force is an ionic bond  a bond is mostly ionic in character when the EN difference between the atoms is greater than 1.7 







a bond is mostly covalent in character when the EN difference between the atoms is less than 1.7



As EN differences between atoms increases, charge separation increases.  Example: H bonds 



1. Describe the forces of attraction and repulsion present in all bonds. 2. What is bond length? 3. Define bond energy. 4. Which type of bond has the most energy? 5. How can bond energy be used to predict whether a reaction is endothermic or exothermic?



2. Ionic bonding(metal & nonmetal) 3. Metallic bonding (metals)



4. Molecular (nonmetals) Weakest



MP & BP decreases



Strongest 1. Network Covalent (Cn ,SiO2 , SiC)



Strongest bonds; Highest mp and bp



1. Network Covalent (Cn SiO2 SiC) 2. Ionic bonding (metal & nonmetal) 3. Metallic bonding (metals)



4. Molecular (nonmetals) Weakest bonds; Lowest mp and bp Intermolecular forces determine mp and bp in molecular compounds.







Intermolecular forces are responsible for the physical properties of molecular compounds



A knowledge of intermolecular forces can be used to explain the physical properties of covalent compounds. ie. Molecular 



Intermolecular forces



compounds



To compare properties (such as mp and bp) in molecular compounds you must use: - London Dispersion forces (p. 204) (all molecules) - Dipole-Dipole forces (pp. 202, 203) (polar molecules) - Hydrogen Bonding (pp. 205, 206) (H bonded to N, O, or F)











Covalent compounds have low mp and bp because forces between molecules in covalent compounds are very weak. Intermolecular forces were studied extensively by the Dutch physicist Johannes van der Waals



In his honor, two types of intermolecular force are called Van der Waals forces. LONDON DISPERSION FORCES DIPOLE-DIPOLE FORCES



• London Dispersion forces exist in ALL molecular elements & compounds. • The temporary dipoles caused by electron movement in one molecule attract the temporary dipoles caused by electron movement in another molecule. • These forces of attraction are London Dispersion forces.



The strength of these forces depends on: a) the number of electrons − more electrons produce stronger LD forces that result in higher mp and bp eg.



CH4 is a gas at room temperature. C25H52 is a solid at room temperature. Account for the difference.



•



two molecules that have the same number of electrons are isoelectronic eg. Show that C2H6 and CH3F are isoelectronic.



b)shape of the molecule - molecules that “fit together” better will experience stronger LD forces eg.



Cl2 vaporizes at -35 ºC while C4H10 vaporizes at -1 ºC. Use bonding to account for the difference.



- dipole-dipole forces occur between polar molecules - stronger than LD forces - the δ+ end of one polar molecule is attracted to the δ- end of another polar molecule (& viceversa). - the electrostatic attractions between these oppositely charged ends of the polar molecules are called dipole-dipole forces.



- the melting points and boiling points of polar molecules are higher than for nonpolar molecules. eg. Which has the higher boiling point CH3F or C2H6 ?



- a special type of dipole-dipole force (about 10 times stronger) - occurs between molecules that have a H atom which is directly bonded to F, O, or N ie. the molecule contains at least one H-F, H-O, or H-N covalent bond.



-the hydrogen bond occurs between the H atom of one molecule and the N, O, or F of a second molecule.



eg.



Arrange these from highest to lowest boiling point C 3H 8



C2H5OH



C 2H 5F











the strong attractive forces are responsible for the relatively high boiling point of water. The water molecules are farther apart in ice then they are in liquid water making ice less dense than liquid water.







Hydrogen bonds force water molecules into the special hexagonal, crystalline structure of ice when the temperature is below 4 degrees celcius.



p. 210



NOTE: To compare covalent compounds you must use: - London Dispersion forces (all molecules) - Dipole-Dipole forces (polar molecules) - Hydrogen Bonding (H bonded to N, O, or F)



The types of bonding/forces ranked from strongest to weakest are: Strongest - Network Covalent - Ionic - Metallic Weakest - Covalent



1. Use intermolecular forces to explain the following: a) Ar boils at -186 °C and F2 boils at -188 °C . b) Kr boils at -152 °C and HBr boils at -67 °C. c) Cl2 boils at -35 °C and C2H5Cl boils at 13 °C . 2. Examine the graph on p. 210: a) Account for the increase in boiling point for the hydrogen compounds of the Group IV elements. b) Why is the trend different for the hydrogen compounds of the Group V, VI, and VII elements? c) Why are the boiling points of the Group IVA compounds consistently lower than the others.



3. Which substance in each pair has the higher boiling point. Justify your answers. (a)



SiC or KCl



(b)



RbBr or C6H12O6



(c)



C3H8 or C2H5OH



(d)



C4H10 or C2H5Cl



2. Examine the graph on p. 210: a) Account for the increase in boiling point for the hydrogen compounds of the Group IV elements. b) Why is the trend different for the hydrogen compounds of the Group V, VI, and VII elements? c) Why are the boiling points of the Group IVA compounds consistently lower than the other compounds.
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